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image recognition, i.e., using sketch as query to retrieve natural images in a large dataset. To solve this
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Deep learning has been proven to be very effective for various image recognition tasks, e.g., image
classification, semantic segmentation, image retrieval, shape classification, etc. However, existing works
on deep learning for image recognition mainly focus on either natural image data or binary shape data. In
this paper, we show that deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) is also suitable for cross-domain

kind of cross-domain problem, we propose to train CNN jointly using image data and sketch data in a
novel way. The learned deep feature is effective for cross-domain image retrieval – using simple Eucli-
dean distance on the learned feature can significantly outperform the previous state-of-the-arts. In
addition, we find that pre-training and a feasible data-argumentation for DCNN can largely surpass
human-level performance in the standard sketch classification benchmark.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Drawing sketch is a simple way for people to show ideas intui-
tively. It has been widely used in human computer interaction (HCI)
systems. In computer vision, sketch recognition is an important yet
challenging problem, since sketch is different from both binary shape
and natural image, does not contain textual information and has
large variation in shape. Sketch recognition is useful in real many
applications. For example, a very interesting application in sketch
recognition is sketch-to-image retrieval, that is using a sketch as
query to find the images with the similar semantic content in a large
image set. This is a cross-domain image retrieval problem. Based on
sketch-to-image retrieval, Microsoft has developed a popular product
called MindFinder.1 The core of Mindfinder is to use chamfer distance
and inverted file algorithm to fast compare the query sketch with the
edge-maps of millions images collected from web [1]. However, due
to the simplicity of the sketch feature in MindFinder and the diffi-
culty of extracting true edges in images, it is impossible to recognize
complex sketch and images.

To study the sketch recognition problem, in the previous
research works, both binary shape descriptors, such as chamfer
matching [38] and shape context [5], and natural image
indfinder
descriptors, such as SIFT [26] and HOG [12], have been applied for
sketch recognition. As mentioned above, in [1] a popular shape
descriptor, chamfer matching, is used in MindFinder. Besides
shape descriptor, some image descriptors have been adopted. For
example, the classic image descriptor, SIFT, has been directly
applied for sketch retrieval [16]. For sketch having strong gradient
information which could be captured by SIFT, SIFT based methods
show good performance in sketch recognition applications. How-
ever, SIFT was designed for natural image and it is only able to
describe local information in sketch, which makes SIFT not a
perfect sketch descriptor. More methods for sketch recognition
will be given in the following related work section.

Recently, deep learning methods, such as deep convolutional
neural networks (DCNN), deep auto-encoder (DAE), and deep
recurrent neural networks (DRNN), have been proven to be very
successful for image recognition. The key advantage of deep
learning methods is that those methods can learn features directly
from image, including low-, middle- and high-level image fea-
tures, rather than feature engineering.

Following the path of learning feature using deep networks, we
propose to learn sketch feature for sketch classification and sketch
to image retrieval using DCNN. As we all know, sketch and image2

have large appearance differences even when they belong to the
2 For simplicity, in this paper, image means natural image and does not contain
sketch.
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same semantic category. This is the semantic gap between sketch
and image. Due to the semantic gap, hand-crafted features are not
able to get good performance on sketch recognition. The key idea
of the proposed method is to learn a feature extractor which is
able to extract similar features for sketches/images if they have the
same semantic label. We choose DCNN as the feature extractor.
The label information of sketch/image is used as supervision to
guide the feature learning via back-propagation as training DCNN.
The learned feature is named as deep sketch feature (DSF).

In practice, there are several challenges in learning deep sketch
feature: (1) There are limited number of sketches for training
while DCNN requires a large number of data to learn millions of
parameters inside. (2) As mentioned above, image and sketch are
in different domains and there is a big semantic gap between
image and sketch even when they belong to the same subject. To
deal with these problems, we carefully investigate the steps of
data argumentation, fine-tuning, etc. in training DCNN. To better
understand the learned neural features, we visualize the processes
of feature extraction. And, we carry out extensive experiments to
validate the effectiveness of the learned features for both sketch
classification and cross-domain image retrieval.

In the following parts of the paper, we review related works of
sketch recognition and deep learning in Section 2, describe the
proposed framework for sketch feature learning and applications
in Section 3, carry out experiments for sketch classification and
retrieval in Section 4, and finally conclude the paper in Section 6.
2. Related work

Since the touch-based smart computing devices became pop-
ular and lots of people use them instead of pen to draw simple
things come from minds, the research of sketch/shape recognition
attracts more attention, and produce some interesting applications
[10] and is potentially be applied in other problems [13]. Two
types of features have been used in sketch recognition.

On one hand, some researchers use binary shape features in
sketch recognition. Shape matching and recognition have been
studied for a long time. Previously, sketch recognition problem is
deemed to a branch of shape problems, and naturally many works
use the classic binary shape descriptors, such as shape context [5],
chamfer matching [38], shape band [4], bag of contour fragments
[40], two layer coding [3], shape-index feature [41], to solve
sketch/shape recognition problems. Those descriptors work well
on the conventional shape recognition datasets which contain
shapes with clean structure. For natural image, sketch can be
extracted using Canny edge detector or advanced deep learning
edge detector [35].

However, these shape descriptors do not work well with sketch
since sketch has larger appearance variation, especially, it usually
has many internal contours [9,11]. In addition, sketches are drawn
by different people and different people have different drawing
style. Hence, only a few attempts using binary shape features
succeed. As far as we know, Olsen et al. [30] made a survey that
their method uses points and curves of a sketch to match the 2D
templates from 3D model. Eitz et al. [15] developed a descriptor
that is based on structure sketched feature lines. Cao et al. [7] built
a large-scale sketch-based image search system using an indexable
oriented chamfer matching method. Parui et al. [31] proposed a
sketch-based image retrieval approach for large datasets using a
middle descriptor based on sketch chains. Though these methods
show their efficiencies due to simplified matching procedures by
an indexing mechanism, they are only able to handle simple
images with clean background.

On other hand, a large number of studies employ natural image
features or their variants to represent sketches. Eitz et al. [16]
proposed a benchmark of sketch-based image retrieval and used a
lot of features as well as a BOF presentation model to compare
those features performances. It is found that shape descriptors are
not directly suitable for the task of SBIR and HOG outperforms
others. Later, Eitz et al. [14] collected a dataset of 20,000 unique
sketches evenly distributed over 250 object categories, which are
totally completed by no-expert free hands, and they investigated
the sketch recognition issue in both the humans and the proposed
method using SIFT-variant descriptor. Recently, Ma et al. [28] used
the key-point-based detector to localize the local features. They
described the detected stroke features by a quantized HOG of
sampled stroke points and then used a codebook organized in a
hierarchical vocabulary tree to maintain the structure information
of visual words. Li et al. [20,21] gave up shape matching techni-
ques and chose a star graph based on ensemble matching of
structured features strategy to recognize sketch and achieved a
good performance in classification accuracy. Furthermore, they
proposed a multiple kernel learning (MKL) framework to fuse
several features to sketch and further they got four percentage
improvement in classification accuracy. Schneider et al. [34] also
used SIFT features and received a state-of-the-art classification
accuracy in traditional ways. Overall, those works directly apply
the hand-designed local natural image features for sketch
recognition.

Lots of researches have given up the low level descriptors
design for sketches, and most of them have a common sense that
natural image features indeed outperform than shape features,
although low-level descriptors have achieved impressive perfor-
mance in various recognition tasks [44,45,39,23–25,42]. However,
their methods are simple and nothing more than three steps:
(a) selecting the most informational areas or points; (b) computing
the best local features; (c) building a structure model as well as a
evaluation scheme by spatial cues (structural information) or local
feature similarity (matching score). These frameworks seriously
depend on parameters of the chosen local features and models
selected. It means that we should try various features and models,
and ensemble them to find a best state. What's more, sketch is
easy to draw but hard to recognize so that models based on spe-
cific local features are not robust enough for the abstract sketch.
None of the above methods can exceed the humans' recognition in
sketch.

Nowadays, deep convolutional neural network makes break-
throughs and shows strong performances in computer vision
tasks. Since it was firstly used in the Imagenet classification [19]
and made a great improvement in the image classification task,
DCNN has been extended to many traditional areas such as face
recognition [37], object detection [18], and image retrieval [2]. And
most of them have achieved better results than traditional meth-
ods. Unlike conventional hand-crafted features, DCNN is an end-
to-end model trained from image to class label. When we extract
different layers output from the learnt model, we actually receive
different level features. Recently, Babenko et al. [2] investigated
the use of that different layers' features within image retrieval and
achieved an improvement in the retrieval performance of neural
codes. However, we noticed that few research use deep feature in
the sketch based image retrieval. As far as we know, Chen et al. [8]
present a system that converts a simple freehand sketch auto-
matically into a photo-realistic picture by seamlessly composing
multiple images discovered online. Sketch is always treated as low
level concepts such as shape, edge map, contour or strokes that
prompted large researchers focusing on low-level features design
for sketch. While a total sketch is associated with a real object or
scene, this makes the sketch a high-level concept which is far
more difficult than natural images. Recently, there are some
methods use DCNN for sketch recognition, such as [33,43]. Com-
pared to these methods, the proposed sketch classification method
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can reach much better performance by using data augmentation in
both training and testing stages. Besides, we focus on cross-
domain sketch retrieval and there are no existing deep learning
methods on sketch recognition addressing this problem.

This work was inspired by the strong performance of DCNN's
applications both in image classification [19] and in image retrieval
[2]. Independently, we engaged a novel training method that mix
different domains dataset to train a deep model that can bridge dif-
ferent images' characteristics. In addition, we create a corresponding
natural image set divided into the same 250 categories with the TU
Berlin dataset[14] for learning cross-domain deep feature.
3. Deep sketch feature learning and applications

In this section, we give the whole framework of the proposed
method, including how to learn deep sketch representation and
how to apply it in applications. And we give details for four major
components in subsections including data augmentation by edge-
preserving sketch resizing, multi-angle voting for sketch classifi-
cation DCNN training with mixed data, and how to perform
sketch-based image retrieval.

3.1. Data augmentation via edge-preserving sketch resizing

The information of sketch is sensitive to distortion, so how to
preserve the edge (include curvature and edge length) in pre-
processing is critical to learn an effective sketch representation. As
CNN only takes fixed size (width, height and channels) matrix as
input, original sketch should be resized before training. Traditional
image resizing method does not work well because of sketch
having no texture, such as nearest-neighbor interpolation, bilinear
interpolation, and cubic interpolation. Here we propose an edge-
preserving method to resize the sketch. First, we do sketch thin-
ning. And then, we locate all the sketch points, whose pixel value
is 1, thus we get a coordinate list of all sketch points. We further
rotate and transform the coordinate list to a new angle and scale
sketch map with the size of 227� 227. The angle is rotated in the
range of ½�451;451� with the step of 11:51. This kind of edge-
preserving sketch resizing is compared visually in Fig. 1. As shown
in this figure, we achieve a much sparser and fixed size sketch
without losing details. In the experiments section, we will show
that the proposed resizing method can obtain better sketch
recognition results.

3.2. Multi-angle voting for sketch classification

After data argumentation, it is straightforward to use DCNN for
sketch classification. In this part, we describe how we apply DCNN
Fig. 1. Comparison between the edge-preserving sketch resizing to the other resizing
interpolation method. The 2nd, 3rd and 4th columns: sketch resizing using cubic inter
column: the proposed edge-preserve sketch resizing, The 6th column: the proposed edg
edge-preserving image resize methods, it shows that our method preserves more edge
for sketch classification on standard sketch classification bench-
marks. But different from conventional image classification using
DCNN, we propose a new multi-angle voting framework illu-
strated in Fig. 2 for robust sketch classification.

For humans, people may fail to recognize object for different
reasons, such as: (1) they are not familiar with some kinds of the
object; (2) the object is indistinct in vision; (3) the object is placed
on an unusual view-angle, etc. Computer does the learning same
like humans. For the first two reasons, we can use mixed data for
augmentation to fix the problem in training procedure. For the last
reason, it turns out to be a problem of testing procedure.

While those hand-drawn sketches are various with different
angles, when we test a sketch with different angles, we may get
different class label predict. Hence using a voting scheme will be
helpful for the improvement of classification. A conventional way
to classify an image using deep model is to extract probability
distribution from the softmax layer and then treat the category of
the maximum probability as the predict label.

Given a test sketch x, ðPðci j xÞ; i¼ 1;2;…;KÞ is the probability of
sketch x belonging to class label ci over K object classes. We first
rotate it to N angles, and then compute the softmax probability
ðpðci jx; anglejÞ; j¼ 1;2;…NÞ of the jth sketch in all the angles by
forwarding the learned CNN model. Thus we sum up the N prob-
abilities to get the final probability of sketch x in Eq. (1) and choose
the maximum probability class label C as the predict class label in
Eq. (2):

Pðci jxÞ ¼
1
N

XN

j ¼ 1

pðci jx; anglejÞ ð1Þ

C ¼ argmaxiPðci j xÞ ð2Þ

We here use the N¼18 angles variants from the test sketch to
extract 18 probability distributions and then sum them up to get a
voted distribution. Using that voting scheme with different angles
to recognize a sketch is like that humans recognize object for
several times. This can be regarded as data augmentation in test-
ing time. As a result, we achieve a better result than only single
angle classification. More details and experiment results will be
shown in the experiment section.

3.3. Training CNN with image-sketch mixed data

Training data is important for learning good sketch feature,
especially, for cross-domain image retrieval. In order to handle the
problems of using sketch to retrieve images, we propose a novel
training method which put more emphasis on data. More speci-
fically, for each object class, our training data contains both natural
image and sketch.
methods. From left to right: The 1st column: sketch resizing using classic cubic
polation and binarization with threshold of 0.3, 0.5 and 0.99 respectively. The 5th
e-preserve with edge thinning. The 5th and 6th preprocessed sketches are used by
details. The result illustrated in the 5th column is used in this paper.



Fig. 2. The framework sketch classification using CNN on the TU Berlin dataset [14]. At first, each sketch is rotated using the proposed edge-preserving resizing method;
then, the augmented training sketches are fed into a two-layer convolutional neural network and training with fine-tuning; at last, testing sketch is also rotated, classified
using the learned CNN model individually, and classified by voting.
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So unlike others focusing on different models to handle the dif-
ferent data, we aim to learn a model which can accommodate both
images and sketches. We first gather an image dataset from the web
that has 250 categories corresponding to the 250 categories sketches.
Every category has at least 80 images, and thus this image dataset
which totally has 31,824 images is slightly bigger than the sketch
dataset. So that we convert the sketch recognition problem into a
cross-domain image recognition problem, furthermore the learned
model can be used to extract deep features from both the images and
the sketches for sketch-based image retrieval. More details will be
described in experiment section.

On other hand, a deeper model can acquire a higher level
description for the input data. Since the imagenet classification out-
performs humans in a 1000 categories image recognition by using
Alexnet, lots of works with small dataset use the Alexnet as a pre-
trained model to fine-tune their network. Though we have a mixed
dataset with 20,000 sketches and 31,824 images, and we expanded
them to 18 times, our data is much varying with big intra-class dif-
ference. Meanwhile, Alexnet is trained by millions data with the
natural images which is far bigger and have smaller intra-class dif-
ference than ours. Consequently, using Alexnet as a pre-trained
model to fine-tune our network not only can speed up the con-
vergence of training procedure, but also can gain a better solution.

As we find the training strategies for our cross-domain image
retrieval target, we modified the output number of the pre-trained
Alexnet from 1000 to 250. Then, we fine-tune the pre-trained
model with our mixed data. Since Alexnet has been trained, we
use a smaller learning rate 0.001 to train it. The other settings are
the same as Alexnet.

3.4. Sketch-based image retrieval using deep sketch feature

In previous sections, we retrained Alexnet using image-sketch
mixed data and achieved a by-product through a voting scheme
for sketch classification. Once we obtained a cross-domain model
trained by mixed data, we can use it to extract deep features for
different tasks including both sketch classification and image
retrieval. Here we discuss the cross-domain image retrieval based
on sketches using deep features in this section. We evaluate the
performance of the model with different layers using an inde-
pendent dataset and an evaluation with a benchmark [16].

Unlike that many works about image retrieval use a related
dataset to train their models or design the hand-crafted features
[15,28,31,6,22], we use the cross-domain deep model learned from
the unrelated mixing dataset before to explore that whether it is
well suited for an independent dataset referred in [16]. The retrieval
method is demonstrated in Fig. 3. We only use the independent
dataset to choose the best feature of different layers from our cross-
domain model. Though this research of the different layers' per-
formances has been investigated by Babenko et al. [2], there exists
big difference that their neural codes are totally extracted from
natural images. That the performance of adapted 6th layer's feature
on their dataset is better than other layers therefore is not a con-
clusion but a reference information for our exploration.

Like the previous works that we put the emphasis on the data,
we believe that performances among different layers are related
with the composition of the unrelated mixed data. Hence we do
several sketch-based image retrieval on different models trained
in SubSection 3.3. The final result shows that the best performance
is concatenating the 6th and 7th layers features. More details will
be shown in the corresponding experiment in next section.
4. Experiment

4.1. Dataset

In order to evaluate the proposed deep features, we do experi-
ments on three datasets, one of which is collected by us from the
internet and the other two have been researched in many papers. Our
experiments include classification and retrieval. The setting and a
brief description for the three datasets are described below:

TU Berlin[14]: This dataset has 20,000 non-expert sketches,
which are drawn by humans, divided into 250 categories. Each
category has 80 sketches and each sketch size is 1111�1111.
According to [14]s method of Third cross validation, we randomly
divided the dataset into three equal parts, and circularly chose two
parts as training data and the remaining part as testing data.
Hence, we have done three times of training and testing. We take
the average accuracy as the final evaluation result.

HUST SI: For the sake of transforming the model to a network
which can be used in SBIR, we collected 31,824 natural images
from the Internet. Corresponding to TU Berlin sketch classes, those
images are related to 250 categories. Each category has 80,300
images in varied sizes. We name this dataset as HUST SI (Sketch
with Image). This image dataset is very helpful for studying the
cross-domain image retrieval problem. We will release it on this
paper's publication.

PASCAL Car and Bicycle: Shrivastava et al. [36] collected 25
sketches of car and 25 sketches of bicycle to be used as queries
images to retrieval the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset [17]. Since ima-
ges in PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset have complex structure, sketch to
image retrieval on this dataset is very challenging.

M. Eitz-SBIR Benchmark[16]: This dataset includes 31 sketches,
and each sketch associates with 40 images. Meanwhile, a bench-
mark was introduced by [16] for evaluating the performance of



Fig. 3. The framework of cross-domain image retrieval based on deep sketch feature. In the learning phase, the mixed training data contain both rotated sketches and our
collected natural images. In the retrieval phase, deep feature vectors of the query sketch and all the images in the database are extracted using the learned CNN model then
ranked based on Euclidean distances.

Table 1
Comparison of the different mixing dataset training models for sketch
classification.

Dataset strategy Sketch single-angle Sketch multi-angle-voting

Sketches (bilinear resizing) 0.690 0.710
Sketches 0.747 0.773
Sketches þ images 0.738 0.767
Sketches þ edges 0.743 0.771
Sketches þ images þ edges 0.745 0.768
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SBIR system. This benchmark gives 31 standard rankings for 31
sketches (one ordered list per sketch).

Sketch classification experiments are carried out on TU Berlin
dataset following the standard setting [14]. PASCAL Car and Bicycle
dataset and M. Eitz-SBIR Benchmark are used to test our models
and features capacity in sketch-to-image retrieval problem. In the
retrieval experiments, TU-Berlin dataset and HUST-SI dataset are
mainly used for training the DCNN model to extract deep sketch
feature. Note that there is no overlapping data between the
retrieval datasets and the training datasets.

4.2. Data mixing settings

For training the DCNN, we experiment different strategies of
data mixing and data pre-processing:

� Only using Sketches (TU-Berlin Dataset): And in order to avoid
overfitting caused by training data being too small, we rotate
the each sketch to 9 angles ranging from �451 to 451 (angle gap
is 11:51 ) and then we double the sketches numbers by flipping
the different angles' sketches horizontally. Hence, we got
20,000n18 sketches for training and testing. Finally, we resize
all the sketches to a same size 227� 227 (with flipping and
cropping) using our edge-preserving sketch resizing method. In
Table 1, we first train the CNN model without using edge-
preserving sketch resizing method and only achieves a classi-
fication accuracy of 0.69 in single angle voting and a classifica-
tion accuracy of 0.71 in multi-angle voting.

� Mixing the sketches (TU-Berlin) and images (HUST SI) for training:
The sketches are augmented as described above. But the images
we choose to resize each image to 256� 256 first, and then
uniformly sample 9 patches whose sizes are 227� 227 from
each image. We also double the images number by flipping the
images horizontally.

� Mixing the sketches, images and edge maps the images (HUST SI)
for training: Here we add the edge maps of natural images for
training DCNN. Edge map is computed using a state-of-the-art
edge detector [46]. The motivation of using edge map for
training is that edge map has similar appearance to sketch,
which could be helpful for sketch to image retrieval. Edge maps
are binarized using the threshold of 0.9.

4.3. Sketch classification

Our model training is starting from a pre-trained CNN model
using the ImageNet image classification data, which is designed for
1000 categories. The sketch classification dataset contains 250
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unique object categories. Therefore we need to change the struc-
ture to adapt to our issue. We briefly introduce the imagenet
models structure, and then give the changed network which
exactly meet our needs.

The pre-trained model has 5 convolutional layers and 3 fully
connected layers. For the input layer, the model is only applicable to
3� 227� 227 images. Then for the convolutional layers, each layer
includes a convolution, a Relu, a normalization (layers 1, 2), and a
max pooling transform (layers 1, 2, 5). And for the fully connected
layers, layer 6 and layer 7 both have a dropout layer, layer 8 outputs
1000 nodes which correspond to the class information.

Since the pre-trained model has a strong performance ability
owing to the millions labeled training data and the created deep
architecture, we take advantage of that powerful representation
ability and only changed the output layer into a 250 nodes output
layer. Then we start from the pre-trained parameters to train the
models using different mixing datasets separately. Each mixing
method is required to train 3 times for 3 different models to evaluate
the three-fold-cross-validation result of our designed model.

Table 1 shows one of the classification results of different
mixing dataset training. All the mixing datasets are trained in the
same network architecture. Single-angle testing means that we
simply test the raw sketches in testing set without any rotation
and flipping, and we use the softmax layer features as a probability
distribution to predict the class label. However, most sketches are
often drawn with diverse vision or direction. Hence, using multi-
angle sketches to enhance the probability of true prediction would
be a nice solution to improve the precision. We thus sum all the
features (probability distributions) of the 18 variant sketches as a
vote to classify the raw testing sketch. We can apparently see that
the multi-angle-voting testing is better than single-angle. More-
over, it also proves that the edge-preserving sketch resizing
method is helpful. The results also show that the pure sketches get
the highest precision in sketch classification. And mixing the
images with sketches cannot make the sketch classification better.

At the same time, we also make a comparison with previous
works by others in Table 2. It lists the whole development of the
sketch classification research which is firstly proposed by Eitz et al.
[14]. That paper raised an issue about sketch classification,
meanwhile it collected a sketch dataset for the later research. Then
it investigated that the humans' recognition is only 0.732 in sketch
classification for the collected sketches dataset. It also gives the
reason why human recognition is limited to 0.732. The answer is
that the collected dataset contains lots of semantically similar
categories which are confusing for human. However, for the pro-
posed deep learning approach, it is able to discriminatively train to
find difference between different classes. We display our result,
and compared to others, our method achieves the state-of-the-art
result. It is worth to mention that our performance is much better
than the recent deep learning method, Sketch-a-Net [20], which
means that the proposed multi-angle data argumentation can
Table 2
Comparison of different sketch classification methods as well as the human
recognition performance.

Method Precision

Humans' recognition [14] 0.732
SIFT-variantþBOWþSVM [14] 0.56
Stargraph þ KNN [21] 0.615
MKL [20] 0.658
SIFTþFV(GMM) þ SVM [34] 0.689
Sketch-a-Net [43] 0.749

Ours
Single-angle 0.747
Multi-angle 0.773
obtain better classification accuracy than the multi-scale and
multi-channel data argumentation in [20]. This result also far
exceeds the humans' recognition in sketch. That means the CNN
model is not just designed for the sketch classification, it covers
the sketch classification issue. Moreover, it outperforms humans as
well as the traditional methods in sketch classification.

4.4. Sketch based image retrieval

In Section 4.3, we designed lots of models by mixing the dataset
to classify the sketches. However, mixing dataset cannot improve the
sketch classification, but achieved a special model which is able to
classify both the images and sketches! That raises a question: why
does the model work well for two types of pictures? The answer
seems to be that the model has learned a useful and effective com-
mon feature for both sketch and image, so that it can be able to
bridge the big gap between nature images and sketches.

Holding a skeptical attitude, we test the different deep features
extracted from these models in the two independent sketch based
image retrievals. One compares the result of [36], the other is
recently a popular study researched by lots of institutions.

4.4.1. Pascal VOC2007 dataset
Matching sketches to images is another difficult task that some

research did it as a cross-domain visual similarity problem [36].
Here we compare our deep features performance to that of Shri-
vastava et al. [36] who collected 25 sketches of car and 25 sketches
of bicycle to be used as queries' images to retrieve the PASCAL VOC
dataset [17].

We follow the evaluation method proposed by Shrivastava et al.
[36]. We compute the bounded mean Average Precision (BmAp) to
count how many cars and bicycles being retrieved in the top-K
images, here we choose K as 150. The features we used are
extracted by our models trained previously and we use the con-
catenated features with 6th layer and 7th layer. Following the
same set-up with Shrivastava et al. [36], we query each sketch in
4 different scales of dataset. First, we put all images of the target
class from the dataset as the positive images, and then we change
the negative images number of the target sketch range from [0,
1000, 5000, maxNumber]. Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the result of our
deep features performances compared with others. For the top 150
matches, we achieve a mAP of 0.90 for cars and 0.76 for bicycles,
which is far higher than the others.

4.4.2. M. Eitz-SBIR benchmark dataset
We experiment the second dataset as SBIR on the M. Eitz-SBIR

benchmark dataset. Here we list the result in Table 3. It compares
the best performance of the different layers features extracted
from different mixing datasets.

We demonstrate some samples of the sketch based image
retrieval results in Fig. 5. The average score over the 31 categories
is 0.47, which is far exceed the previous state-of-the-arts. The
results showed on Table 3 are all obtained using L2-distance on L2-
normalized deep features.

(a) The performances comparison of different models: Data mat-
ters. First, we use the model only trained with sketches to retrieve
the natural images. However we get a bad result which is caused
by that the model cannot bridge the common characteristic
between images and sketch. Then we test the model trained with
mixing sketches and images. The result turns to exceed the state-
of-the-art. The inner reason why the mixing-data trained features
work so well is proved to be that sketch-based image retrieval is
relied on two types of images thus it needs sketch-image learned
features. Finally, we introduce the edges of the natural images to
the training data and use the model obtaining a best result in the
retrieval.



Fig. 4. Sketch-to-retrieve VOC2007 dataset evaluation. We use an increasing negative images number as different datasets to evaluate the features performances in car/
bicycle sketches to retrieve natural images of cars and bicycles.

Table 3
Comparison with different mixing data and different layer features. In the table, S,I
and E respectively mean sketch dataset, natural image dataset and edges dataset
which are extracted from the natural images. On the bottom of the table, we can
learn that, with more edges-style images training, the result of the concatenated
feature turns to be the best and the 6th layer feature turns to be the worst from the
previous best one [2].

Method Correlation coefficient score

SHOG [16] 0.277
Words-of-Interest

[27]
0.313

Key-shape [32] 0.289
Min-Hash [6] 0.336
Content-aware [22] 0.352

Cross domain
features

Dataset
strategy

L6 L7 L6 & L7
concatenated

S 0.2757 0.2831 0.2981
Sþ I 0.4603 0.4403 0.4578
S þ I þ E 0.4607 0.4615 0.4773
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(b) The performances comparison of different layers: Different
layer features show different performances varying with the
training data ratio of edge-style images and natural images. We
compare the different performances of the layer 6 and layer 7.
Among all the results, we found that: when using sketches or
using mixing of sketches, images, and edges to train the net, the
features extracted from layer 7 have stronger representation
ability than the layer 6; however, when using mixing the sketches
and images to train the net, the representation ability of layer 6 is
stronger than layer 7.

It sounds like no conclusion is made about which layer make
more sense for retrieval task. Nevertheless, there is also an other
investigation independently and in parallel with our work that use
neural codes for image retrieval in [2]. Their network is similar
with ours, and the findings show that the 6th layer features per-
form the best when extracting deep features from different layers
to retrieve the natural images. We also followed their settings to
use the output of layer 5, however its performance is expected to
be worse since the 5th layer features represent low-level edges
features rather than high level concepts.
Compared with the work of [2], we find that when we mix the
images and the sketches before training the model, the ratio of the
images number and sketches number matters to the retrieval
result among different layers from low to high. If we use all images
to train the model, the 6th layer performs well than the higher
layer. And if we choose mixing the images and sketches, it breaks
the rule that the performance of layer 6 is the best. With more
sketches or edges filling in the training data, the difference
between layer 6 and layer 7 is becoming small and the best per-
formance turns to be the 7th layer.

Moreover, we concatenate the feature of the 6th layer and the
7th layer, we obtain a better performance than the 7th layer. This
appearance occurs in both the pure sketches training and the
mixing-data training that the edges-style images number is more
than natural images number.

(c) The visualizations comparison of sketches and images: Sketch
and image use a same CNN model to extract features, what the
intrinsic strength of convolutional procedure is that they share the
same filters to compute input maps to output maps. So we extract
the 5 convolutional layers features and show them in Fig. 6. We
can see that as the training procedures are going on, the different
inputs or the different types of inputs of the same category output
more similar maps. The deeper the network goes, the more simi-
larity the same category outputs.

Moreover, we investigate the low-level filters and show the
visualization of the convolutional maps. Since we use the pre-
trained Alexnet to finetune our network, the low-level filters are
extremely like Alexnets. Nevertheless, there exists small difference
between two models. We can see Fig. 7, our edge detectors are
clearer than Alexs, meanwhile Alexs network has clearer color-
texture detectors than ours. That means our filters have strong-
clear ability to response edge, and weak-ambiguous ability to
response color and texture. And the edge-like filters of Alexnet are
simply similar with Gabor filters, ours is more complex and looks
like designed for sketch specially.
5. Discussions on the demonstration of deep sketch feature

Though we have investigated the inner mechanism by visua-
lizing the filters of the model and the different features extracted



Fig. 5. Examples of retrieval result of the proposed method. Each line of the listed result shows the score of one category, and its query sketch along with the query results.

Fig. 6. Comparison of the convoluted maps between similar sketch and natural image. As the convolution procedure is going on, the maps turn to be more similar.
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from different convolutional layers, those investigations are only
considered in the forward procedure from the extracting process.
They only explain what are the similarities that the model extracts
from both sketch and image, but they are not sufficient to explain
which information the model preserves and what the model
response to input data. Here we follow a recent method [29] to try
to understand the deep image representation by inverting our
deep sketch features (or deep image features) into images. Such a
method is indeed a backward procedure from features to images.

Given a deep feature extracted from the CNN model, we try to
reconstruct the image itself by optimizing an objective function
[29]. Therefore, the reconstruction of the deep features is not a de-
convolutional method to learn what the features preserve, but like
an inverse function that can generate abstract information which



Fig. 7. Left: the first layer output of the ImageNet trained model; Right: our finetuned model. We can see the similarities and differences between two models.
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does not exist in the input data before. As is illustrated in Fig. 8, we
experiment several pairs of sketch and images with representative
objects, such as animal, door, face, mug and car. In Fig. 8 we notice
that the convolutional layer's reconstruction and the fully con-
nected layer's construction are totally different.

First, we learn that the spatial structures of the original object
(or scene) are well preserved in the convolutional layer features.
Meanwhile as the convolution going deeper, the generated images
change more and the sketch features reconstructed images
incorporate some properties of natural objects from the same
category, such as edge shadow, local color, stereo sense or some
structure properties that do not exist before. In the last convolu-
tional layer (Layer 5), the generated images turn to be weird. For
example: the sketch of swan gets the color in its head, bill and the
feathers, the sketch of the door connects the broken part and
produces shadows and depth, and the sketch of the face generates
smile, eyebrows and stereo sense.

As the features' reconstruction of natural images, a large
number of unimportant details are lost, the cluttered background
is eliminated, and the edge lines turn to be abstract style as same
as the sketch. For example: the cat of the natural image loses the
details of its face during the reconstruction but its background
turns to be purer, the door of the natural image loses its texture
and dark holes on itself and only preserves the vague style of the
total architecture.

Second, the generated images in the fully connected layer will
gradually change the spatial structure of the original objects (or
scene). And as the layers going deeper these would generate
several objects overlapped. The generated images are turned to be
more abstract than the convolutional layer and the objects turn to
be more difficult to identify. The generated images from both the
sketch and natural image change their space in the same direc-
tions. For example: the doors of the both sketch and natural image
turn their view from front view to side view, the swans of the both
sketch and natural image are moving to the right. Meanwhile, the
generated images of sketch and natural images generate several
overlapping objects and their structures are destroyed.

Overall, throughout the above phenomena, we confirm that our
CNN model can bridge sketch and natural image, and then map
them into the same subspace of different categories using our
deep features. The abstract sketch may bring in the colors, textures
and other characteristics when being encoded into deep features
by our CNN models. Meanwhile, the distinct natural image may
lose the colors, textures as well as other details but turn the
contours into abstract style when being encoded. Hence, the deep
features of those two different type images can be classified and
used in the sketch-based image retrieval.
6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we investigate a cross domain image retrieval
based on sketch, using an end to end neural network trained by
mixing data of sketches and natural images. The proposed deep
sketch feature achieves the state-of-the-arts performance on two
tasks: one is in sketch classification which far exceeds the human
behaviors, the other outperforms an independent dataset which is
unrelated with our training data for designing models.

As a first step of our works, for the purpose of sketch-based
image retrieval, we focus on a straightforward classification pro-
blem so as to move forward to our final destination. In this part,
we have two contributions: the first one is that we designed an
edge-preserving image resizing method. For that edge is a high-
frequency feature yet texture is a low-frequency feature, tradi-
tional image resizing method may break the sketch lines that are
not suited for sketch image. The second one is that we observed
that visual angle can affect the object recognition of humans, thus
we design a multi-angle voting scheme for the sketch classifica-
tion. Using the edge-preserving resizing method and multi-angle
voting scheme, we reach the state-of-the-art result in sketch
classification and obtain a deep model framework which can be
used in sketch-based image retrieval.

Since the deep learning methods behave well but require lots of
data, as the second step of our works, we collect a dataset of
specific natural image from web according to our own tasks. We
note that data make more sense rather than parameters of model
structure in different situations. We carry on the designed model
framework, and then investigate the performances of different
layer deep features in different models. Here we conclude that the
discrimination capability of different layer features varies with the
ratio of the images number and sketches number. In our case,
concatenating the outputs of 6th and 7th layer as the deep feature
outperforms other suggestions. What's more, we evaluate our



Fig. 8. CNN reconstruction of the input data from convolutional layers 1 to 5, and the fully connected layers 6 to 8. All the generated images are reconstructed by the features
extracted from every main layer's last layer. The generated images incorporate many properties that do not exist before. For example in the Conv5 layer, the sketch of swan
gets the color in its head, bill and the feathers, the sketch of the door connects the broken part and produces shadows and depth, and the sketch of the face generates smile,
eyebrows and stereo sense.
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models with an independent dataset and obtain another state-of-
the-art in this dataset.

In the future we might study the problem of extracting sketch
from image using deep learning.
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